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Abstract—Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) is a cloud on-
demand commodity built on top of virtualization technologies
and managed by IaaS tools. In this scenario, performance is a
relevant matter because a set of aspects may impact and increase
the system overhead.Specific on the network, the use of virtualized
capabilities may cause performance degradation (eg.,latency,
throughput). The goal of this paper is to contribute to networking
performance evaluation, providing new insights for private IaaS
clouds. To achieve our goal, we deploy CloudStack environments
and conduct experiments with different configurations and tech-
niques. The research findings demonstrate that KVM-based cloud
instances have small network performance degradation regarding
throughput (about 0.2% for coarse-grained and 6.8% for fine-
grained messages) while container-based instances have even
better results. On the other hand, the KVM instances present
worst latency (about 12.4% on coarse-grained and two times more
on fine-grained messages w.r.t. native environment) and better
in container-based instances, where the performance results are
close to the native environment. Furthermore, we demonstrate a
performance optimization of applications running on KVM.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud Computing is a flexible paradigm that offers com-
putational resources through service levels and deployment
types [1], [2]. Among the cloud service models, IaaS is consid-
ered the base layer in cloud architecture, either for public (by
providers) and private (inside the corporations) deployments.
This is mostly because PaaS (Platform as a Service) and SaaS
(Software as a Service) are built on top of it. It implies a large
dependency on resources, performance, and reliability [3], [4].

IaaS is a suitable alternative for resources provision with
more flexibility, better resources usage and on-demand deploy-
ments. A key aspect on cloud environments is the network, as it
enables effective resources provision as services to end-users.
Nonetheless, the network performance is relevant for applica-
tion features (distributed processing, replication, load balance,
and high availability) [5]. Additionally, communication and
data transfers are required for clustering and distributed pro-
cessing inside the cloud data centers and applications running
on cloud instances.

The advantages of cloud computing comes with perfor-
mance challenges [6] since the virtualization layer induces
performance overhead. The cloud network efficiency relies

on miscellaneous metrics (e.g., throughput, latency), protocols
(e.g., TCP, UDP, SNMP), unique infrastructure environments,
and the combination of drivers and underlying technologies.
Consequently, the network performance concerns are complex
to be addressed and improved. It requires careful planning,
analysis, and a deep understanding.

The performance of the cloud environment is an important
aspect for providers as well as for end-users. For this paper,
we present a network end-to-end (between cloud instances)
performance measurement, using network micro-benchmarks
and comparing different private cloud deployments.

Our goal is to present performance evaluation for poten-
tial optimizations on network intensive workloads. Therefore,
we contribute with a network performance evaluation and
comparison regarding TCP throughput, latency, and number
of connections per second. Only a few papers addressed
the open challenges of cloud network performance [7]. In
contrast, we considered additional environments, experiments
and metrics with respect to the related works. Consequently,
this contribution allows cloud administrators to improve the
quality of services by optimizing the performance.

This paper is organized as follows. The cloud infrastructure
scenario is presented in Section II. Experiments and perfor-
mance of intra-cloud network are shown in Section III. Section
IV discusses results and implications of this paper. This study’s
related work are presented and contextualized in Section V.
The conclusion and future work are presented in Section VI.

II. SCENARIO

The cloud computing paradigm brought a novel way to
design the computational infrastructure and systems provided
as services to end-users [8]. The cloud became interesting
through the combination of several consolidated technologies
(e.g., Clusters, Grids, Networks, Virtualization). On the other
hand, there are still several challenges and optimization in
order to improve the quality of service and experience.

The combination of network and virtualization introduced
the concept of virtual networks, at the software level [9]. The
advantages of virtualization provides enough arguments to be
a current trend exploit virtualized data center infrastructures,
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and the size of these environments is growing up. However, it
brings an additional complexity regarding resources manage-
ment, which is a common challenge for efficiency and quality
of services.

Moreover, the computing centers are using the cloud model
to offer virtualized resources in the form of services to end
users. In this approach, we aim at addressing performance
aspects on private cloud deployments by using open source
solutions. For example, the cloud instances are deployed using
KVM and LXC technologies with the Libvirt API [10].

KVM (Kernel-based Virtual Machine) [11] is a popular
open source software for full virtualization on Linux systems.
KVM enables to run several Virtual Machine (VM) (e.g.,
Linux, Windows) in the same physical host and each VM owns
an isolated computational environment. Figure 1 shows a KVM
based environment using the paravirtualized VirtIO driver for
I/O operations and network connectivity offering to VMs.

Linux Containers (LXC) [12] aims to offer a compu-
tational isolated environment avoiding the overhead of full
virtualization. The containers are separated using namespaces
and control groups. The network connectivity offered to the
containers often uses the Linux Bridges or the native interfaces.
Finally, the major difference between KVM and containers is
that LXC requires less software abstraction, using the same
kernel of the native OS, while KVM emulates the environments
for the virtual machines, as shown on Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Host Environment Overview. KVM (Left) and LXC (Right).

III. NETWORK PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

As cloud providers use underlying technologies to enable
an easier and on-demand services provision, cloud computing
relies in an efficient network on computational centers to offer
computational power. In this section, we present a network
performance measurement of distinct private cloud deploy-
ments by using intensive workloads, we also show a results
comparison.

A. Experimental Set-Up

In order to measure the performance aspects on cloud
infrastructure, we chose to deploy environments and test the
performance on created instances. We used identical machine
hardware. Each one has 24 GB of RAM, Intel Xeon X5560
quad-core 2.80GHz CPU socket, and disks SATA II 7200
RPM. We used a Gigabit network.

As the chosen experiments are related to virtual envi-
ronments, we used Ubuntu Server 14.04 (3.19.0 kernel) as
native OS in order to deploy the cloud environments, using
CloudStack IaaS tool version 4.8. After we had the cloud
management server running, we added the nodes used for the

experiments, by creating a cluster of KVM hypervisor and a
container-based cluster using LXC.

The deployed environments shared the style of the phys-
ical servers hosting one large Linux instance, which had all
hardware resources available. We chose such configuration
because we tested on an isolated environment to avoid external
interferences on running tests. Each environment was formed
by two main aspects, the cloud controller (front-end or cloud
management) and the compute nodes (back ends). The de-
ployed controller is actually an IaaS platform, which manages
the virtual pool (storage, network, users, VMs, among others).
The controller allocated the instances in the nodes, dealing
with the virtualization layer (LXC, KVM).

The nodes and controller were interconnected by a net-
work switch. The network infrastructure on each environment
used Ethernet since it is one of the most exploited network
technology on cloud data centers [13]. We selected a flat
implementation, using the Linux bridges in order to offer
network connectivity to the cloud instances. This set-up was
selected due to the small number of hosts on each cloud
environment, not requiring advanced features (e.g.,OpenStack
Neutron).

The experimental methodology relies on passive measure-
ments for evaluating the network performance on private
clouds. We chose benchmarks in order to evaluate the net-
work aspects of the deployed environment. We used identical
physical servers and network infrastructure to present a fair
comparison. The results of each environment are presented
below in the form of graphs.

B. Network Intensive Workloads

The cloud paradigm is still pushing for high-speed and
efficient network connections, motivating network performance
measurements. For evaluating the network infrastructure, we
selected NetPIPE (Network Protocol Independent Performance
Evaluator) [14] as an intensive benchmark to stress the network
using the TCP (Transmission Control Protocol), which is the
most used protocol on cloud environments. NetPIPE is used
for measuring the Intra-cloud network throughput and latency.
We also ran test using the Uperf benchmark rather than the
synthetic way of the NetPIPE experiment.

Uperf [15] (Unified Performance tool for networking)
is a multi-protocol tool for evaluating network performance
aspects. Its experiments are proposed due to the lack of
flexibility and real world applications behavior. Uperf ensures
to generate custom network traffic and simulate network-based
applications characteristics.

The Uperf connection experiments are varying the number
of threads. This test started using a single thread and incre-
mentally scales up to 32 threads. The results of the number
of connections per second is an average of the communication
between one cloud instance acting as a server and another as
a client, which generates the data-flow. As a starting point,
we used an Uperf “ping-pong” TCP traffic. Such experiment
generates send and receive traffic sequences. Also, for experi-
mental purpose, we defined the message size of 64 Bytes and
the average is computed over a time interval of 90 seconds.
This specific Uperf tests run continuously during a period
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of time, while other experiments need to be repeated several
times, as the Uperf throughput measurements used by [16].

C. Intra-cloud Performance Evaluation

In this part, we present the results of the network mea-
surement tests. The results are measured between two virtual
machines launched in each environment. For this scenario, we
chose the CentOS as the operating system, and we used results
of the native environment as a baseline.

Figure 2 shows the results regarding the throughput metric.
The graph presents the throughput of the environments with
respect to an increasing size of messages (Bytes). It starts with
1 byte size and goes up to 10 MB. In general, the native
environment performed better, followed by the containers
performance. The instances using KVM had a slight lower
throughput. However, we noticed small differences. A general
throughput decrease can be noticed when using the message
size around 16 KB, in which we detected as being a particular
aspect of the network interfaces.
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Fig. 2. TCP Throughput between two instances.

Latency is another relevant metric of applications perfor-
mance. Figure 3 presents the latency results measured between
the instances running on deployed environments. We chose
the results using the message size between 1 Byte and 100
KBytes, which was considered the most relevant gap. Again,
the native environment, as expected, outperforms the cloud
instances while the performance of the containers was close
to native. The results of instances running on KVM were only
near to native using bigger size of the messages. Using sizes
between 1 Byte and 1 KByte, we noticed a poor performance
on KVM, with latencies more than the double of the time taken
on the native environment. Another specific aspect is a noticed
variation on results, which is actually something reasonable
due to virtualization layer.

The metric of messages transferred per second using Uperf
was chosen to compare the different environments. Figure
4 shows significant contrasts comparing the deployments, it
represents the number of TCP connections per second as a
throughput metric. As expected, the native environment out-
performs the others, followed by the containers. The instances
running on CloudStack using the KVM Hypervisor shows a
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Fig. 3. TCP Latency between two instances.

poor performance, mainly with 8, 16 and 32 threads. The
Uperf experiment with small messages size showed a degraded
network performance on KVM environment.

Instead of only measuring the performance of the network
between cloud instances, we also aim to point alternatives
for improvements. As a consequence, we decided to seek
improvements on KVM network performance, which raised
due to the poor performance noticed on KVM instances. One
approach for optimization presented on KVM documentation
is the module vhost-net, which promises less overhead, since
it decreases the copy operations using minor abstractions
between the kernel and network adapters [17]. However, using
the CentOS instances we were unable to exploit the vhost-net
module. After enable and load the module in the kernel of the
cloud services, we switch to Ubuntu Server instances in order
to take advantage of the module.

The instances using the vhost-net had a better performance
comparing to instances using the VirtIO driver. Such result
emphasizes the need for network performance measurement
and optimization. However, besides the benchmarks results,
we needed a knowledge of the workload traces to allow the
performance tuning that may improve the quality of services.
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IV. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The intra-cloud network performance is specific to the
physical environment and the used version of the native, KVM
and LXC environments. Also, the network performance results
are restricted to the workloads related with applications that
behave similarly.

In this approach, we showed a performance evaluation
of cloud deployments. The network throughput results were
similar between distinct environments. The combination of the
Linux Bridges and paravirtualized VirtIO driver used in KVM
instances offered fair throughput rates. On the other hand,
the native environment had the higher throughput, and LXC
rates were slightly better (between 0.2% and 8%) than KVM
environment averages, depending on grain sizes.

Despite the close averages in the throughput experiments,
the latency times were distinct among the environments.
Mainly, when using small packets the KVM instances had
the worst latencies. For instance, using packets size of 64
Bytes the native latency was 109 microseconds while KVM
latency was 283. Such results shown the need for performance
measurements and evaluation of cloud deployments.

Our Uperf experiments are acting near to real world
workload simulating the number of TCP requests per second.
As the number of threads increases, more contrasting became
the results. As expected, the native environment performed
better, and again, the containers had the next best performance,
for example, the contrast with 4 threads was 13.1% while
with 32 threads increased to 28%. We also found significant
performance degradation when testing the KVM instances.
However, we introduced a performance optimization example
by using the vhost-net module and showing performance
improvements. The instances using vhost-net had a significant
better performance when the number of threads increased,
43.1% with 8 and 43.2% better using 32 threads. It emphasizes
the need for performance tuning options and user expertise to
optimize the applications.

Complementing this discussion, LXC is an option for HPC
(High Performance Computing), which tends to gain in per-
formance compared to full or para-virtualization technologies.
However, the containers are not always the most suitable
alternative because of its limitations on flexibility and compat-
ibility aspects. For example, LXC deployment on CloudStack
IaaS does not support several native features (VNC console,
snapshots, high availability, live migration) often present on
CloudStack deployments at the moment being.

The need for low latency on cloud networks is a key chal-
lenge to improve the performance of the application running on
cloud environments. The cloud deployed based on LXC con-
tainer presented fair latency averages with small packet sizes.
However, such environment suitability requires an analysis.
The cloud support for High Performance Computing (HPC)
applications relies on an efficient network and the literature
is still having efforts towards performance improvements. One
example is the study of [18] showing network latency improve-
ments for an OpenStack cloud using the KVM hypervisor.
Such approach implemented single root I/O virtualization (SR-
IOV) in a network based on InfiniBand interfaces.

V. RELATED WORK

The network role on cloud computing are evaluated mostly
in the performance evaluation on public cloud providers.
Table I summarizes the related work considered for virtual
networking performance. The works of [7] and [21] evaluated
network performance aspects on EC2 instances. Also, the study
of [7] gave a special attention to the CPU role on network
performance. This assumption is motivated by the high impact
of the CPU and the communication degradation induced when
the system is lacking on CPU power available for processing
the network requests. These aspects are either showed in the
study of [6], which analyze the Xen hypervisor architecture
and the network performance of EC2 instances on geographical
distributed area (WAN).

The convenience and growing utilization of public clouds
brought an increasing number of related research. However,
each provider uses specific virtualization solution (e.g., Xen,
KVM, VMWare) to abstract the hardware and place sev-
eral instances in the same hardware. As a consequence, the
performance of hypervisor impacts directly on applications
running in public clouds. A set of researches have presented
hypervisors performance insights, where we selected the ones
that analyzed networking aspects. The study of [19] evaluated
the Xen architecture and VMs allocation for performance im-
provements. A private cloud performance evaluation is shown
by [20], which uses Eucalyptus and different deployments by
measuring I/O aspects.

The network virtualization solutions are gaining attention
for cloud deployments. While [22] presented a survey of these
technologies and perspectives, [23] analyzed the architecture
of network components for cloud deployments.

In this paper, we presented a network performance evalu-
ation of private IaaS cloud deployments instead of in public
providers such as [7], [21] and [6] studies. The performance
study of [20] presented a closer approach, however, we con-
sidered the CloudStack platform using KVM. Also, our paper
introduced the network performance on OS-level virtualization

TABLE I. CLOUD NETWORK RELATED WORK OVERVIEW.

Paper Network
benchmarks

Network
metrics Environment Results

[7]
TCPTest and

UDPTest

TCP/UDP
throughput,
latency and
packet loss

EC2
Virtualization may

induce network
performance losses

[19]
HTTP

requests

Throughput
(req/sec) and

resource
sharing

Xen

Network
performance

improvements on
VMs allocation.

[6]
IPerf and
Sysbench

Bandwidth and
RTT latency

over TCP and
UDP

Xen on
Amazon
EC2 and

WAN

Variability and
impact of multi

tenancy.

[20] Netperf
Throughput

(TCP)

Eucalyptus
on KVM
and Xen

Network
Performance
contrasts and

overhead

[21]
Traceroute
and files
transfer

Network
latency and
throughput

EC2
Network isolation

issues on Xen

This
paper

NetPIPE and
Uperf

Measurements
of throughput,

latency and
connections

Private
Cloud De-
ployments

using KVM
and LXC

Network
performance

evaluation and
optimization.
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with LXC. All these experiments were taken over a real
CloudStack cloud deployment by using the same host OS.
In contrast, experiments of [20] used different native OS and
hypervisors (Ubuntu with KVM and CentOS with Xen), we
used only the Ubuntu Server in the native layer.

The cloud network technologies and considerations pre-
sented on surveys [22], [23] concerns to the cloud deploy-
ments and architecture. In this approach, we chose to use the
Linux Bridges as the virtual interfaces offering connectivity
to running VMs. The CPU concerns presented by [7] and [6]
are relevant for performance aspects, but we aim to address
specific network performance characteristics.

Therefore, to the best of our knowledge, we are the first to
present network performance measurement and optimization
on private cloud, comparing the KVM and LXC deployments
on TCP communication over latency and throughput metrics
as well as considering application benchmarking with Uperf.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presented an evaluation regarding network
performance of cloud computing. The cloud network infras-
tructure performance was evaluated by measuring the traffic
between cloud instances. One of the main performance impacts
of cloud applications are the network throughput and latency
[5], [6]. The performance results of the paper are useful either
for private and public clouds because the virtualization and
cloud technologies deployed are used by several companies
and institutions.

We can highlight over our experiments that the cloud
instances using the KVM hypervisor achieved fair throughput
rates, near the native environment. Such performance results
are due to the I/O improvements on virtualization technologies
(e.g., KVM virtIO driver). On the other hand, the network
latency of cloud instances over KVM may suffer performance
degradation. Additionally, we demonstrated a performance op-
timization example by adjusting KVM modules, which resulted
in performance improvements, as shown on Figure 4. Also,
despite the fact that LXC had presented a better performance
on latency, its poor support and compatibility limitations with
IaaS platforms turn it into a drawback when deploying an
enterprise and heterogeneous cloud environment.

In short, there is no single recipe to choose a suitable
combination of cloud platforms and virtualization technolo-
gies. It is often a hard task, requiring a careful analysis
mainly concerning the users and applications behavior (e.g.,
resources, grain, communication). Also, the complexities of
deployment and management depend on upon expertise as well
as performance optimization.

As future work, we intend to: (I) customize the cloud
deployments for testing different network technologies and
hypervisors; (II) test the network performance and interference
of several VMs running on the same server. (III) evaluate cloud
platforms performance.
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